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French riders to follow
French riders are right back in the thick of action sports and FWS Montpellier provides
the opportunity to put them in the spotlight. Our national riders are amongst the best in
the world and compete in many disciplines at international competitions.

Jules CHARRAUD – age 19 – WAKEBOARD
Wakeboard under his arm, a mini ramp at the bottom of his garden, and a tattoo
machine in his hand – these characterize three interests of the new French Wakeboard
prodigy. In the midst of a media explosion, Jules spends his days alternating between
courses at CNED and training sessions, complemented by a few trips to the best
locations to report for the famous Handle Webstories.

Aurélie GODET – age 15 – France – WAKEBOARD
Almost 16, Montpelliéraine Aurélie is a great hope of the Wakeboard world and seems
to be well on the way to matching her Kitesurf standard. A genuine FISE Montpellier
product, she made her debut there at the age of 9 in a world that would become her
everyday life a few years later. At the beginning of 2019, she won the U15 World
Championships and scored a very promising 3rd place in the Open category.

Auguste PELLAUD – age 20 – SCOOTER FREESTYLE
This constantly smiling 20-year-old Parisian is one of France’s most popular Scooter
athletes. Auguste leaves nothing to chance and makes every eﬀort to reach the highest
level. His very clean runs and powerful, committed tricks earned him 5th place at last
year’s FWS Montpellier. He rolls with brute power that enables him to pull oﬀ the most
unlikely tricks.

Nicolas SERVY – age 20 – ROLLER FREESTYLE PARK
Nicolas, the young Roller prodigy from Dijon, manages perfectly to combine a highlevel career, his studies, and the coaching of new talent – all with a friendly smile that
testifies to his passion! He stands out in every competition thanks to his aerial tricks
such as those with which he won the 2018 FISE Montpellier Pro final. Among the
youngest and most motivated of riders, he is guaranteed many more podium places in
2019.

Valentin DUBOIS – age 27 – PARKOUR
Valentin, one of the major players in the Parkour family, is already well known for his
many appearances on the Ninja Warrior show (which he won in 2016). After discovering
Parkour on Reunion Island in 2008, travel and innovation have been two key aspects of
his sport. He has travelled widely since the beginning of the year and guaranteed
himself training opportunities on a variety of apparatus.
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Johan TONNOIR – age 24 – PARKOUR
Johan was an amateur Freerunning enthusiast for almost 9 years before exploding onto
the scene thanks to the video Assassin’s Creed Unity IRL. Loving the freedom created
by Parkour, he pushes the limits of gravity during his races over the Paris rooftops.
Second at FWS Hiroshima at the beginning of the year, this 24-year-old northerner is
sure to delight the crowds at Montpellier with his stylish and creative moves.

Joseph GARBACCIO – age 21 – SKATEBOARD
Having started skateboarding at the age of 5, Joseph was very young when FISE
welcomed him to the junior competition category. As an amateur, he has won all
stages of FWS since he first represented his discipline in 2017. Now recognised as one
of the best French hopes, he focuses on using the entire Park in runs that feature huge
leaps.

Anthony JEANJEAN – age 21 – BMX FREESTYLE PARK
Anthony is the genuine “made in FISE” article. He discovered BMX aged 10, then spent
three years training before entering his first FISE competition. He’s won at Junior and
amateur levels and returns this year as a pro in his search of yet more titles. With his
determination, he’s one of the best national hopes for the Tokyo 2020 Olympics.

